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American fiddle-playing began with the early settlers who found that the small viol family instruments were
portable and rugged. According to Ron Yule, "John Utie, a 1620 immigrant, settled in the North and is
credited as being the first known fiddler on American soil". Early influences were Irish fiddle styles as well as
Scottish and the more refined traditions of classical violin playing.
American fiddle - Wikipedia
Our Word of the Year choice serves as a symbol of each yearâ€™s most meaningful events and lookup
trends. It is an opportunity for us to reflect on the language and ideas that represented each year. So, take a
stroll down memory lane to remember all of our past Word of the Year selections. And, if ...
Dictionary.com's List of Every Word of the Year
Fukuoka | Japan ... Fukuoka | Japan
Fukuoka | Japan
This is a list of songs about the U.S. state of Oklahoma, Oklahomans and Oklahoma locations.
List of songs about Oklahoma - Wikipedia
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Thinking Outside the Box: A Misguided Idea The truth behind the universal, but flawed, catchphrase for
creativity. Posted Feb 06, 2014
Thinking Outside the Box: A Misguided Idea | Psychology Today
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